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1. Introduction. In the last decade, Sz.-Nagy and Foias [4], [7] 
and de Branges and Rovnyak [ l ] , [2] have developed general struc
ture theories for contraction operators on Hubert space based on the 
notion of a canonical model. In each of these theories the canonical 
model for a completely nonunitary contraction T is a representation 
of T as a formally simple operator acting on a possibly complicated 
space. Associated with each canonical model is an operator valued 
analytic function called the characteristic operator function of the 
model. One of the general problems of model theory is to discover 
how properties of T are reflected in the characteristic operator func
tion of its model. Our main result (Theorem 2) is a solution (in this 
sense) of the problem of similarity of two canonical models in the 
special case when the associated characteristic operator functions are 
complex valued. Our main tool is the Sz.-Nagy and Foiaç lifting theo
rem for intertwining maps (see [3], [8]). 

2. The main results. Suppose that Nx and N2 are Hubert spaces. 
<£(iVi, N2) denotes the Banach space of (bounded linear) operators 
from Ni to N2. If 7 \ £ £ ( # « , Nt) (i = l, 2), we denote by ê(Tu T2) 
the subspace of intertwining maps from T\ to T2t i.e., 0(7\ , T2) 
= {XE£(NU N*): XTx^TtX}. 
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Lp (lèpû co) is the classical Lebesgue space of the unit circle C 
in the complex plane and Hp is its Hardy subspace (see [5]). The Lp 

norm of ƒ is denoted by ||/||p. If E is a measurable subset of C, LP(E) 
is the subspace of Lp functions which vanish a.e. off of E. x is the 
identity function on C: x(eix) =eix-

Now let b be in the unit ball of il00. We will construct the Sz.-Nagy 
and Foias model which has b as its characteristic operator function. 
Let A = ( 1 - l&l 2)1 / 2 and E = {eix: A(eix)>Q}. H denotes the Hubert 
space H2®L2(E) with the obvious norm. Elements of H will be 
written 

(f,g) or Q with ƒ £ H\ g ELKE). 

Let M be the subspace {(&ƒ, Af):fEH2} and set K = HQM. The 
orthogonal projection of H onto K is denoted by P . U is the opera
tor on H given by £/(ƒ, g) = (xƒ, X&) ; by 5 we mean the operator 
S = PU\K. 5* is the canonical model having & as its characteristic op
erator function. For convenience we work with 5 rather than 5*. I t 
is well known [4], [7] that any completely nonunitary contraction T 
such that ƒ — T*T and ƒ — TT* have rank 1 is unitarily equivalent to 
an operator 5 of this type. 

Now suppose that {bj} is a collection (indexed by integers j = l, 
2, • • • ) of two or more elements of the unit ball in iJ00. For each j , 
let Ay, Ey, jffy, My, Xy, C/y, Pj and 5y be to bj as A, E, iJ, M, K, U, P 
and S are to i above. We denote by ĝ y the set of all 2X2 matrix 
valued functions on C of the form 

A = ( J where 0 G #°°, « G £°°(Ey) and ^ G L«>(Ei Pi Ey). 

9»y is a Banach space with norm 11-41(00 = 688 sup {||̂ 4 (e^)|| : 0 ^ x < 2 7 r } , 
where ||^4(^ia5)|| is the operator norm of the 2X2 matrix A(eix). We 
define a linear map A tJ: g;y—>£(Hit Hj) by kij(A)F=AF, A G9*i and 

y-Qe H* 
LEMMA 1. At-y w aw isometric isomorphism of g»y 0^0 #(£ƒ*, Z7y). 

Let dij be the subset of 8»y consisting of all A of the form 
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where 
(a) <t><EH*r\bjbTlH«>y and 
(b) d^bï'Aiï-br'Aiï. 

A short computation shows that if A G Ot»*y and B G Cty*, then BA G G»*. 
Also, (&u is a commutative algebra. 

LEMMA 2. a l 7 = {^Efry: A*y(il)Af.-CMy}. 

Let Tiji dij—ïJuÇKi, Kj) be the linear map defined by Tij(A)F 
= Pj(A F), A G dij and FÇEKi. We denote by 9l<y the set of all A G G<y 
of the form 

(bjU 0 \ 
-4 = ) where M G H™. 

\AjU 0 / 

LEMMA 3. (i) If AE®ij and BE.ajk, then Tik{BA)^Tjk{B)Tij{A). 
(ii) Ker I \ 7 =3l l 7 . 

I t is easily verified that I\y takes values in tf (St-, Sy). Using the lift
ing theorem [3], [8] and the previous lemmas, this statement can be 
strengthened in the following crucial way. 

THEOREM 1. The natural map 0t»-y/9l»-y-->£(S<, Sy) induced by I\y 
is isometric and onto. 

THEOREM 2. Si and S2 are similar if and only if 
(i) bib^1 and brf)îx are in Hc0

1 and 
(ii) Ei and E% differ only by a Lebesgue null set. 

The proof of Theorem 2 rests on Lemma 3(i), Theorem 1 and the 
observation that Si and S2 are similar provided 0(Si, S2) contains an 
invertible operator. 

3. An application to integral operators. An operator i o n a Hubert 
space is completely nons elf adjoint if there is no nonzero reducing sub-
space N for A such that A \ N is self adjoint. Every operator has a 
unique (possibly trivial) reducing subspace N such that A \ N is self-
adjoint and A | N1- is completely nonselfadjoint. A \ N and A \ N-1 are, 
respectively, the self adjoint and completely nonselfadjoint parts of 
A. If A has nonnegative imaginary part, T— (A— i/2)(A+i/2)~~1 is 
a contraction (see [7, p. 348]), T\N is unitary and TlN1- is com
pletely nonunitary. 

Now let a be a real, measurable, essentially bounded function on 
[O, l ] and let cG£ 2 (0 , 1). We associate with the pair (a, c) the opera
tor A on L2 (0, 1) given by 
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(1) (Af)(x) = a(x)f(x) + ic(x) fXc(W)dt. 
J o 

In another paper by the author [ô] it was shown that the completely 
nonunitary part of T= (A ~-i/2)(A +i/2)~1 is unitarily equivalent to 
the operator 5 associated, as in §2, with the if00 function 

(2) b(z) = e x p / ( l - z) f l \ ~ KX) | c(x) \*dx\ , \z\ < 1, 

where P(x) = (a(x)-i/2)(a(x)+i/2)-\ O ^ x g l . 
Now suppose that for i = l, 2, Ai and bi are associated with the 

pair (ai, d) in the same way that A and b are associated with (a, c) 
in (1) and (2). Let Si be associated with bi as in §2. From the above 
discussion it is clear that the completely nonselfadjoint parts of A\ 
and Ai are similar if and only if Si and 52 are similar. This observa
tion plus Theorem 2 and some computation yields the following 

THEOREM 3. For j — \, 2, let JJLJ be the measure on (— oo, oo) given 
by Hj(F) = fajfa)| Cj\ Hm, where F is any Borel subset of (— <» , «> ) and 
m is Lebesgue measure. Let dfx3- = Wjdm +dfjiSij be the Lebesgue decomposi
tion of /xy, i.e., 0SwjÇzL1(— co, oo) and /xs,y is a singular measure. 
Then the completely nons elf adjoint parts of Ai and A% are similar if 
and only if 

(i) Ms,i = M*,2, 
(ii) {x: Wi(x) = 0 } and {x: w%(x) = 0 } differ only by a Lebesgue null 

set, 
(iii) W\—W2 is essentially bounded. 

A result in [ô] characterizes those pairs (a, c) for which A is com
pletely nonself ad joint. From this and Theorem 3 we have the follow
ing: 

COROLLARY 1. If ai and ai are monotone and c\, ci in L2(0, 1) vanish 
only on a set of measure zero, then A\ and Ai are similar if and only if 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3 hold. 

4. An application to de Branges-Rovnyak theory. Suppose b is in 
the unit ball of H°°. 3C(&) denotes the set of all H2 functions ƒ with the 
property that 

(3) sup{||/ + bg\\l - \\g\\l: f G f f ! | < » . 

I t is well known (see [ l ] , [2]) that 3C(&) is a Hubert space with the 
norm ||/||& given by the square root of the supremum (3). If 
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(Qf)(eix)=e~ix(f(eiz) —/(O)), Q defines a contraction operator on 3C(6). 
In the work of de Branges and Rovnyak, operators of the form Q pro
vide a canonical model for contractions T having no isometric re
striction and with rank (/— T*T) = rank (ƒ — TT*) = 1. I t is not hard 
to show that Q is a model for such a T if log AÇJEL1. 

Suppose that biGH"3 and ||&»||oo^l (*=1, 2). If, as sets, 5C(6i) 
= 3C(&2), the inclusion maps ii: 5C(&i)—>3C(62) and i%\ 3C(62)—»3C(&i) 
are bounded and t2 = if1- If 0» is related to &»• as Ç is related to ft, 
it is clear that ixQi — Q^ix so Q\ and Ç2 are similar. J. Rovnyak posed 
the question of whether equality of 3C(6i) and 3C(&2) is a stronger con
dition than similarity of Q\ and Q2. The answer, which follows from 
Theorem 2, is yes. 

THEOREM 4. Suppose that log A ^ L 1 (i = l, 2). In order that 
3C(&i) = 3C(&2) {as sets) it is necessary and sufficient that 

(i) bibs1 and b%bi~x lie in J?00, and 
(ii) there exist constants C, D>0 such that CAi^A2^Z)Ai a.e. 

Q* is unitarily equivalent to the operator Si of Theorem 2, so 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 are necessary and sufficient for 
Qi and Q2 to be similar. 

Details and proofs will appear elsewhere. 
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